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RIGHTS VIOLENTS AND IDENTITY THEFT.

CINA researchers at

can be given proof of a person's age without revealing other key biometric information,

higher rates of error in identifying women, or how a cigarette

opportunities, such as establishing kinship. It also raises important

face, fingermarks, DNA or other features. This raises new

powerful way of verifying their identity, whether through voice,

A person's identity can be national, biographical or social. A

Biometric Identity Privacy

content of this Month's Update

To see what we might be doing at the CINA Research Center, a place where precious resources might be allocated to yield the greatest inferential value or greatest

connections and entities might be, even if we can't see them yet. The results of these efforts

teasing out the structure of criminal networks when we have scant information, guessing where

and tactics as necessary, and striking or exploiting opportunities when convenient for them or

have armor or large organized forces. Instead, they operate in the shadows, changing form

Gone are the days of assessing the threat by locating your adversary's tanks, planes, ships,

immeasurable. Since the middle of the last century, and especially since 2001, we've learned

founding, we've learned that it is hard to get on top and even harder to stay there, but that is

learned the hard way, so what have we learned over those years? Since the country's

ago, DHS is almost 19 years old, and our constitution was written 234 years ago...and crime

The CINA Center is four years old, the first DHS Center of Excellence was formed 17 years

and capabilities that will mitigate threats we have not yet seen. Staying on top means

must continue to look over the horizon, think critically and objectively, and invest in the

support investigators, helping them to make sense of the data they do have, and pointing to

research and capabilities that will mitigate threats we have not yet seen. Staying on top means

enforcement models. In-person attendance is on a first

strategies for combatting human trafficking based on proven victim-

Trafficking Institute speaks about her organizations' work

Roberson

Join us on

Tuesday, December 7 - Hybrid, in-person

Lindsey Roberson

Executive Director of Legal Engagement at the Human

Tune in on

Wednesday, November 30 - Virtual Event

Gretchen Peters: "Open Source Data and Predictive Modeling for High-Density Crime Areas" - Thursday, November 11 - Virtual Event

Join us on

Tuesday, November 16 at 12:00 p.m. when

Professor of Criminology & Criminal Justice at the

University of Texas at San Antonio discusses open source data
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Criminal Investigations and Network Analysis (CINA)